1. Introduction. Let p>2, w = l. In 1911 Dickson [3] studied the distribution of irreducible cubics Q(x) = x3 -x2 + ax+b2 (a, b E GF(p")).
Using elementary methods he determined the number of such irreducibles. (The results are reproduced in §5 below.)
In the present paper we consider the more general problem of irreducibles Q(x) = xm + cixm~x + ■■■ +cm (aE GF(pn)) with preassigned C\, cm ; for brevity we shall call Ci and cm the first and last coefficients, respectively, of Q(x). We first derive an asymptotic formula for the number of such irreducibles, namely,
-pn(m-2) _|_ Qtpnmll^ (»Î -> 00 ). m
It is of interest to note that for the £-functions arising in this connection the Riemann hypothesis is very easily proved (compare [2] ).
In the second place we consider irreducibles Q(x) with assigned first coefficient and last coefficient equal to a square (or a nonsquare) of the field, thus directly generalizing Dickson's problem. We now obtain exact results (see (5.6) below). Finally we determine the number of irreducibles with assigned first coefficient.
2. For aEGF(pn) we put (2.1) E(a) = «»»"<•>/», t(a) = a + ap + ■ ■ ■ + a""-1.
Then if M = xm+aixm-1+ ■ ■ ■ +am (a,EGF(pn)), and b is an arbitrary number of GF(pn), we define
also X(l) = 1. There are thus pn functions X; in particular Xo(.M) = l. 
If now c is an integer, 0 ^ c <p" -1, we define
There are pn -1 functions x', in particular, xo(^f) -1 for x\M. We note that^ IP" -1 (a™ = 1).
(2-5) Ç^Mo <*,».
It is clear from the definitions that
and for m ^ 1
the sum extending over all primary MEGF[p", x] . If we put
Now in the first place
Secondly for x^Xo. by the second of (2.7),
similarly for Xf^Xo by the first of (2.7)
It remains to consider L(s, X, x)i where \t£\o, x^Xo-We remark first that by (2.2) and (2.4) n = ri(X, x)= 22 E(ba)X(a<);
then we have the easily proved formula [2] (3.7) |n| = r/2 (X * Xo, x ^ Xo).
As for w>l, it is evident from (3.2) that
Hence by (3.3) and (3.8), we have
the product extending over all (primary) irreducibles PEGF [pn, x] . Taking logarithms, we get
Now let a, I be fixed numbers of GF(pn), 1^0. Then by (2.3) and (2.5), (4.2) implies
where in the right member of (4.3) the summation is restricted to £ and r such that £r has first coefficient a and last coefficient /. Let w(t, r) =ir(i, r; a, I) denote the number of such £ of degree t/r. As for the left member of (4.3), we have first from (3.4) the contribution The number of primary irreducibles of degree t with assigned first and last coefficients a, I, 1^0, satisfies (4.5).
5. We now assume p > 2 and consider the special case of irreducible polynomials with preassigned first coefficient and with last coefficient required to be a square (or a nonsquare) of the field. It is convenient to define a function yp(a), aEGF(p"), =0, +1, -1 according as a=0, which holds for all a (including a = 0). Now for r\t, let w(t, r; a, 1) denote the number of irreducibles P of degree t/r such that the first coefficient of Pr is a, while the last is a square; w(t, r; a, -1) is the corresponding number with the last coefficient a nonsquare. Then as in §4, we get, making use of (5. where S is determined by These results check with Dickson's, thus affording a partial check for the more general formulas derived above.
6. It may be worth while mentioning briefly the formula for the number of irreducibles of degree / with given first coefficient a. Ii p\t, then it is clear (by considering P(x+b)) that the number of irreducibles is independent of a and is therefore f(t)/pn, where f(t) =f(t, pn) is the total number of (primary) irreducibles of degree t. For p\t, the transformation c'Pf.c-1«) indicates that the number of irreducibles with first coefficient a is independent of a provided a?*0, but this gives no information for the case a = 0. Accordingly we make use of the X's defined above and set up We now determine ir(t, 1 ; a) for arbitrary t ; we need only consider the case p\t. Now it is clear ir(t, r; a) =0 for p\r, a?*0, while ir(t, r; 0) =f(l/r) for p\r. On the other hand for p\r, we have ir(t, r; a) = ir(t/r, 1; a/r) for all a. Now let t=pkm, p\m, and consider (6.1) with a = 1. Then it is evident that we need only take such r for which p\r; thus (6.1) becomes Z -*(t,r;l)=-p»<'-», 
